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DEAR TRUSTED DEVOTEES OF BABA TAPASVIJI
ON HIS BOAT OF SATKARTAR BEDAPAR
supposed to be a long day at the government office and by mid
afternoon time as his work was finished he realized that his keys were
missing. He frantically rushed off towards the Car thinking that he
must have left the keys only to see it locked while he knew that he did
carry the keys with him when he entered the government office. He
went inside the buiilding trying to ask everyone about the keys but in
vain. He went to one Corner and having trusted his Guru to aid him
find the keys he chanted the mantra of his Guru for 5 times and came
out of the building looking for keys outside as well. A gentlmen saw
this and came towards him and said that he had spotted a bunch of
keys inside the office and had given it to one of the parking lot staff
outside.
The devotee rushed to seek that parking lot sfaff and having found him
he got the keys that he was frantically searching for.
The devotee was zapped with the speed of grace coming to his aid in
such a short span of time.
Tide Over / Make Over / Get Over / Rush Over …. You have all heard
these at times in your life. The word ‘Over’ signifies complete taking
over of the situation to give it a meaningful direction and final
conclusion.

At no point had the devotee lost his trust in his Guru. This experience
and like this many such experiences had made the devotee always very
strong in matters of Trust towards the Guru. On innumberable
occasions his Guru had walked towards him for those small regular
steps that he had undertaken in process of his sadhana by reading the
scriptures that the Guru advised his devotees to read, by doing his
weekly seva, by his periodical donation and most of all by his finding
his Guru’s love in each and everyone and in every situation unfolding in
front of him ( for that matter even the situation that day of his loosing
his keys and finding Guru’s love even in that situation)

In Guru disciple relationship it is said that if one walks one step
towards the Guru, the Guru then walks 10 steps. Why should the Guru
walk 10 steps for the devotee and why not just one step ? this is
because the speed of grace is such that when someone comes to the
Guru just once with a pure heart, one experiences life with many
instances when the Guru has come to the aid of the devotee despite all Babaji used to like devotees reading of Ramayna in front of him. It is
said in the holy scriptures that: apadaam apahartaaram daataaram
odds allowing the devotee at the end tide over his difficulties.
sarvasaMpadaam.h .
The nature of trust is such that it first starts with a simple surrender lokaabhiraamam shriiraamam bhuuyo bhuuyo namaamyaham.h ..
and turns into magnifiencient tree of wishfulfilling experiences. One
experience by the devotee of how Guru has come to his aid is enough " I bow again and again to Sree Rama who removes (all) obstacles and
to stir the trust and then one experience after the other keeps on grants all wealth and pleases all. "
Babaji had said that the word RAM was a mahamantra.
following leading to a building of Trust.
The devotee becomes the trusted disciple and the Master becomes Devotees of Babaji who read Ramayna everyday in the form of a page a
the Trust and Only the Trust. All religious organizations are known as day or a chapter a day know what it means of imbibing the great
Trusts. The Trustees carry the invisible power and quality of the Trust. qualities of trust reflecting in this great epic
Here is a short story…. There used to be once a devotee who left his
home in the morning to go and complete his employer’s assignment at
a government office. The devotee left in his car and somehow
managed to the reach the Government office in time inspite of the
heavy rains and mad traffic that day. He had parked the vehicle
outside the Government office and the keys of the car were in his
hands. At the time he was in the Government office he unconsciously
dropped the keys on a counter while signing some forms. It was

When you Trust your Guru and in his teachings and follow all that the
Guru has said then there are experiences waiting for you see how the
Guru comes to your aid as 10 times for every one step that you have
taken towards the Guru.
Om Guru Jaya Guru – Sachitanand Guru
Sat Kartar Beda Par

ps: attached is a wonderful photo of Babaji giving gyan to his beloved one. The Gyaan revealed to the chosen one flows from one generation to
another and as Babaji had said in one of his teachings “Always remember the name of Satkartar or Ram and you will always be happy”

